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Georgia Southern University Athletics
Men's Tennis Completes ITA Southeast Regional
Men's Tennis wraps up ITA Regionals
Aaron Socha
Men's Tennis
Posted: 10/22/2018 11:29:00 AM
STATESBORO, Ga.  – On Sunday the Georgia Southern men's tennis team concluded their play at the ITA Southeast Regional event, hosted by UGA. The six
Eagles finished the weekend on a high.
Stefano Di Aloy defeated both his round of 64 opponent and his round of 32 opponents in the consolation draw on Sunday. In the round of 64, Di Aloy defeated Kaya
Gore (Miami) 6-1, 6-3 and defeated Lukas Greif (UF) 6-2, 4-6, 6-3. Di Aloy would fall in his final match of the tournament to Alberto Barroso-Campos (USF) 6-1,
6-3.
Murphy McCullough was eliminated in both the doubles round and the consolation round, but was able to play a third match against Bryn Nahrung (FSU).
McCullough would defeat Nahrung 6-4, 6-3 in straight sets. Antonio Muniz won both his round of 32 and round of 16 matches in the Main Draw Consolation.
WHAT HEAD COACH SANDER KONING SAID
"We had a pretty good day today. Stefano played really well in his first match of the day. It was a high level match and very fun to watch. He wasn't able to sustain
the same level in the next round unfortunately and his opponent took advantage of it. Antonio played really up and down today, but was able to get it together when it
mattered. Hopefully he can be a bit more consistent tomorrow. Pascal and Murphy played were able to play at a good level and play their game. We have had some
times where they go back to their comfort zone, but today they made a good step forward. Overall I believe we have gotten better every day of the tournament and it's
good to take that with us for the last 2-3 weeks of the fall. We got one more tournament and looking to improve on some little things before we play it."
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